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Overview 
We comment frequently that our quantitative methods are designed to detect repeatable patterns in excess 
returns (the return of a stock over a market index) of stocks in global equity markets.  In most quantitative models, 
the link between factors, such as value factors, and future returns are intuitively apparent to most investors. 

We sometimes make the observation that the reason why repeatable patterns exist does not matter.  What 
matters is that the pattern exists and is predictable.  Indeed, we would observe that if the relationship is readily 
apparent and easy to measure, then everyone would take advantage of an easy to obtain return and the excess 
return would be quickly arbitraged out of the market. 

While this is correct, it is nonetheless the case that there are reasons why the patterns we observe exist and 
repeat.  Let us take value factors as an example.  If returns to value factors (however defined) are non-random and 
persistently positive, this will create a non-random pattern that can be observed and measured.  In essence, this is 
what we do.  We measure non-random patterns in the excess returns of equities that exist over a number of years.  
We also measure the stability of the patterns that we observe so that we either take advantage of stable patterns 
or include measureable changes in our calculations. 

Given the above, we do not necessarily need to know the cause of the pattern, we simply need to know the non-
random pattern exists and that it is either stable or that we can measure changes in the pattern and include this 
information in our expected returns estimates. 

Still, investors are interested in why the observed non-random patterns exist.  Our answer to this question is similar 
to the answer that would be given by most quantitative or traditional managers.  Predictable patterns in the excess 
returns of stocks exist for three fundamental reasons: 

1. Macroeconomic influences. 
2. Microeconomic influences. 
3. Investor behavior (behavioral finance). 

 
Let’s look at each of these in turn and how they can lead to non-random patterns of returns in stock prices. 

Macroeconomic Influences 
Macroeconomics is a branch of economics dealing with the performance, structure, behavior, and decision-making 
of the whole economy.  The macroeconomic influences that can lead to non-random return patterns are numerous.  
We have mentioned a few below and indicated how our factors and methods can detect the pattern generated in 
order to take advantage of it. 

The financial difficulties in Europe are causing a slowdown in economic activity in Europe and, to a lesser extent, in 
the balance of the world.  Clearly, this has hurt financial companies, particularly in Europe, and basic materials and 
energy companies on a more global basis.  Some sectors have fared comparatively better.  Recent central bank 
interventions in the global economy have also created winners and losers. 

The resulting patterns in returns at the individual stock level are captured in several of our factors.  A critical one is 
the Change in Persistence factor that measures the changes in return patterns caused by large macro changes.  
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Other key factors would be Sector and the Distance from the Mean.  The latter factor measures how far a stock’s 
price has deviated from its average long term value. 

We could mention a number of other macroeconomic factors that influence investor behavior and the resulting 
return patters that we measure, but most examples are obvious.  Let’s look at microeconomic considerations. 

Microeconomic Influences 
Microeconomics is a branch of economics that studies the behavior of individual households and firms in making 
decisions on the allocation of limited resources.  Typically, it applies to markets where goods or services are bought 
and sold. 

While macroeconomic considerations have broad impact, microeconomic factors are usually more specific to 
individual stocks.  For example, all other things being equal, a company with a strong balance sheet should have a 
better future return than a comparable company with a weak balance sheet (the value factor).  Similarly, if two 
companies are essentially the same except one has a higher earnings growth rate (the growth factor), the faster 
growing company should have a higher future return. 

In these examples, our Persistence factor when combined with several of our other factors (again, Distance from 
the Mean will be an important one) will identify the pattern in returns and use it to generate appropriate future 
return forecasts based on similar circumstances in the past. 

To be more specific, “value” companies tend to have lower persistence of returns than growth companies and tend 
to have low scores on our Persistence factor.  As they fall in price further below their long term average price, they 
will develop high “value” scores and value investors will start to buy the stock, causing a rebound in price.  In our 
case, a low score on the persistence factor combined with a low score on the Distance from Long Term Mean factor 
will indicate that the stock is likely to reverse direction, resulting in a superior future return.  This is a consistent 
pattern that we observe. 

For a company with high earning growth, the logic is a little different.  In the case of traditional factors, investors 
will seek out and purchase high growth companies, all other things being equal.  In our case, the company in 
question is likely to have a high score in the Persistence factor (high probability the excess return will persist in a 
positive direction in this case), which, when combined with other appropriate factors, indicates that the stock 
should have a superior future excess return.  Again, this is a consistent pattern that our method observes. 

Now, let’s consider briefly investor behavior. 
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Investor Behavior 
One could argue that all measureable return patters are caused by investor behavior.  In the above discussion of 
macro and microeconomic drivers of patterns in returns, the patterns only exist because of the way investors react 
to a given set of circumstances.  However, the field of behavioral finance goes beyond the rational impact of 
economic considerations to other repeatable characteristics of investor behavior.  Wikipedia defines behavioral 
finance or economics as follows: 

Behavioral economics and the related field, behavioral finance, study the effects of social, cognitive, and emotional 
factors on the economic decisions of individuals and institutions and the consequences for market prices, returns, 
and the resource allocation.  In essence, investors are prone to making systematic errors for a variety of reasons 
and the systematic errors affect prices and markets in ways that generate non-random patters, which can be 
detected. 

There are a number systematic biases and influences that are not entirely rational in nature that study and 
experiments have identified.  For example, there are often over (or under) reactions to news, leading to trends in 
prices that persist longer than can be rationally explained.  There is also an irrational reluctance to realize loses, 
which leads to other anomalies in prices.  These actions by investors result in values in our Persistence factor that 
indicate that excess returns are not random, but have identifiable patterns.  We use our Persistence factor in 
combination with other factors to measure these patterns and to develop forecasts of future returns based on the 
patterns of investor behavior created by the influence of behavioral finance principles. 

Summary 
Macroeconomic influences, microeconomic influences and the principles of behavioral finance all cause the excess 
returns of stocks in global markets to exhibit patterns that are not random in nature.  For any investor to succeed 
(except through chance), one must systematically be able to identity and take advantage of these patterns to 
generate returns. 

Traditional investors do this by observing the economy (macro), companies (micro) and the behavior of other 
investors (behavior finance) and then making appropriate investment decisions.  Traditional quantitative investors 
approach the same problem by developing factors that explain returns and using these factors to forecast future 
returns.  At Manifold Partners we detect the patterns that result from the three influences noted above and then 
develop forecasts of future returns based on these patterns.  We are perhaps less concerned about the cause of 
the pattern than we are about how to identify it and how to use it to generate future returns. 

One benefit of this approach is that we can generate returns from stable patterns even if we do not fully 
understand the nature of the underlying forces that generate the patterns we observe.  This is perhaps akin to 
using all of the benefits of various chemical reactions to make the products we use in everyday life, even though 
we are only now unlocking all of the forces and particles (such as the Higgs boson) that are the underlying reasons 
for how atoms behave and why we see the universe as we do. 
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Disclosures 

The information provided in this discussion material, including the proposed formation of the Manifold Dynamic Global Equity Fund LP (the “Fund”), 
is strictly confidential and shall not be disclosed to any third-party and shall not be used for any other purpose without the express written consent of 
Manifold Partners except as required by law or regulatory requirements. The recipient should not rely on the attached material or opinions or 
recommendations stated therein in evaluating the merits of investing in the Fund. The recipient should not construe the attached material or the 
information therein as a recommendation, or an offer, to make an investment in any company or securities or to participate in any transaction. In 
particular, no representation is made as to, and no responsibility is assumed for, the financial projections or performance of the Fund. 

The terms and conditions outlined in this discussion material are intended for discussion purposes only. Any investment decision regarding the Fund 
should be made by the recipient only after carefully reviewing the detailed information that would be included in the private placement 
memorandum (the “Memorandum”) of the appropriate feeder fund in the Fund, and the governing documents and the subscription agreement 
relating thereto (together, the “Fund Documents”), the forms of which will be provided to each prospective investor before acceptance of any 
subscription.  The attached material is not part of, and is not incorporated into, the Fund Documents. This discussion material does not constitute an 
offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities.  An offer will be made only through the Fund Documents. This discussion material is only 
being provided to “qualified purchasers” (within the meaning of the investment company act of 1940, as amended). This discussion material is only 
intended for, and will be only distributed to, persons resident in jurisdictions where such distribution or availability would not be contrary to local 
laws or regulations. This discussion material is not for distribution to the general public. 

An investment in the Fund involves significant risks and potential conflicts of interests. The Memorandum describes such risks and potential conflicts. 
There can be no assurance that the Fund will achieve its investment objectives, and there is always a risk of a total investment loss. Additional risks 
associated with the Fund include, but are not limited to, the following: the General Partner has total investment discretion for the Fund; there is no 
secondary market for the interests in the Fund and none is expected to develop; there are restrictions on transferring interests in the Fund; and the 
Fund’s fees and expenses will reduce the Fund’s gross profits. The investment examples in the attached material are not intended to be complete or 
representative of all investments that the Fund would make or of all investments recommended by the investment team to other clients or 
predecessor funds in connection with a similar investment strategy. The investment examples are not indicative of, or intended as a presentation of, 
the investment performance of the Fund or any predecessor fund, the investment team or any other clients of the investment team or Manifold.  
Information regarding past events or performance of an investment is not indicative of future results. 

This discussion material contains statements and projections that are forward-looking. These forward-looking statements, which are subject to 
numerous risks, uncertainties and assumptions, include projections of future financial performance, anticipated growth strategies and anticipated 
trends. These statements and projections are based on a range of assumptions about future events. There are important factors, many of which are 
beyond the control of the General Partner, which could cause the Fund’s actual results, level of activity, performance or achievements to differ 
materially from the results, level of activity, performance or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements and projections. 
Investors should not rely on forward-looking statements in making investment decisions. This presentation also contains information from third-
party sources, either published or non-published, that has not been independently verified. Neither Manifold nor any other person assumes 
responsibility for the accuracy and completeness of any of these forward-looking statements and projections or any third party-sources. Except 
where otherwise indicated herein, the information provided herein and any forward-looking statements are based on matters as they exist as of the 
date of preparation, and may not be updated or otherwise revised to reflect information that subsequently becomes available, or circumstances 
existing or changes occurring after the date hereof. 

The recipient should not construe this discussion material or the information contained in the attached material as accounting, legal or tax advice. 
This material was not intended or written to be used, and it cannot be used with any taxpayer, for the purpose of avoiding penalties which may be 
imposed on the taxpayer under U.S. Federal tax laws. In making an investment decision, investors must rely on their own examination of the Fund 
and its terms, including the merits and risks involved. The recipient is urged to consult with its own advisors with respect to legal, tax, regulatory, 
financial and accounting consequences of its investment in the Fund. 

Any indices and other financial benchmarks shown are provided for illustrative purposes only, are unmanaged, reflect reinvestment of income and 
dividends and do not reflect the impact of advisory fees. Investors cannot invest directly in an index. Comparisons to indices have limitations because 
indices have volatility and other material characteristics that may differ from a particular hedge fund. For example, a hedge fund may typically hold 
substantially fewer securities than are contained in an index. Indices also may contain securities or types of securities that are not comparable to 
those traded by a hedge fund. It should also be noted that the strategies of hedge fund managers used to calculate a composite may differ 
substantially from the Manifold Dynamic Global Equity model portfolio. Therefore, a Manifold fund’s performance may differ substantially from the 
performance of an index or composite. Because of these differences, indices should not be relied upon as an accurate measure of comparison. In 
addition, data used in the benchmarks are obtained from sources considered to be reliable, but Manifold makes no representations or guarantees 
with regard to the accuracy of such data. 
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